
Krishna lila palm leaf scroll
15.5x14 inch
Read More
SKU: 00352
Price: ₹16,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Vishnu had two sole purpose for incarnating as Krishna: one to spread the message of
selfless pure love and other to eradicate the evil from the earth. Lord Krishna was epitome of
love, affection, compassion and mercy. He is the embodiment of courage, bravery and power.
Lord Krishna since childhood was mischievous and playful; his little tricks would captivate every
heart. He used to take his cattle for grazing near the river bank and would play melodious tunes
on his flute to attract the beautiful milk maidens; his favorite of them was Radha rani. In this
scroll the two are depicted sitting over an elephant designed by assembling numerous gopis.
This beautiful scene reminds us of the famous Rasleela of Lord Krishna in Vrindavan, so grab
this beautiful scroll to feel surrounded by love and amplify the beauty of your house with a
slight touch of mythology.
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Krishna and kandarpa ashwa
(horse) besa scroll 21x13.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00353
Price: ₹7,840.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Krishna was the messenger of love and the rescuer of mankind. In this scroll lord Krishna is
presented playing his flute on a horse, which is formed of combining several milk maidens to
give a shape of horse. The artist has given a beautiful artistic finish to this fine artwork. This
scroll describes the selfless love of the gopis for Krishna. They were believed to be sages in
their previous birth and prayed lord Vishnu to be born to dedicate themselves to him in their
next birth and hence took birth as Gopis. The love of Gopis for Krishna is pure, selfless,
immeasurable and beyond comprehension. So bring home this masterpiece to demonstrate the
selfless love of devotees for their lord. This scroll will definitely add up charm to your
surrounding and beautify the appearance of your walls. So what are you waiting for? Grab this.
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Krishna lila palm leaf scroll
16.5x14 inch
Read More
SKU: 00354
Price: ₹16,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Shri Krishna the moon of the Vrindavan and the heartbeat of the milk maidens in Dwapara
Yuga. Gopis treasured Krishna more than their lives. There whole world revolved around the
lord which gave the world an ultimate example of selfless love. Out of all the milk maidens his
favorite was Radharani who was also his Aunt by relation, but their love proved that love had no
boundary or limits, and barriers like society, age, relation does not matter in case of pure love.
This scroll depicts the sanctity of the love between Radha and Krishna. Their love never
achieved the approval of the society but it is still remembered as the purest of all love. This
scroll defines the beauty of art of love. So bring this scroll home to enhance the proportion of
love in your surrounding and also add up to the beautiful walls of your house.
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Lord Krishna lila scroll- Palm
leaf carving - 18x14.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00355
Price: ₹16,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Krishna was the eighth incarnation of lord Vishnu who took birth on earth in Dwapara Yuga
to spread love, eradicate evil and protect his subjects. He always had been loved and treasured
by the villagers and to be more precise by the milk maidens. Lord Vishnu during his life as
Krishna experienced every humanly possible emotions like love, pain, hatred, agony, etc. He
took birth in a prison in Mathura as the eighth son of Vasudev and Devaki but was raised by
Nanda and Yasodha. He fought against the evil with all his might and exhibited the formless,
shapeless, selfless, pure love through his Rasleela. This scroll defines his whole life in small
miniature carvings which beautifully depicts the events that took place back then. So bring
home this scroll to add a hint of religiousness and piousness to your house or workplace and get
drowned in the love of the almighty.
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Panchamukhi Ganesha and his
story -palm leaf scroll 16.5x14
inch
Read More
SKU: 00356
Price: ₹19,040.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Mahaganesh is a form of lord Ganesha with five heads, which is believed to produce the best
results when worshiped with true dedication and devotion. Lord Ganesha is the Gana-Nayaka
who is worshiped before beginning of any work, for removal of obstruction and gaining
prosperity. He is the lord who listens to every prayer of his devotee with his big fan like ears.
His elephant head and human body combination makes him distinguishable from the rest of the
deities. He is the embodiment of knowledge, music, art and dance. In this scroll he is carved in
his Maha-Ganesha form having five heads each facing in every direction with his fifth face
facing to his inner soul. He is depicted having eight hands bearing weapons. He is a store house
of knowledge and success; bring this scroll home to be blessed with peace, harmony,
prosperity, knowledge and love.
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Krishna lila palm leaf carving
scroll 16x14.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00346
Price: ₹11,200.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Krishna is one of the ten incarnations of lord Vishnu, which he took in intention of
eradicating evil and protecting his subjects and spreading the message of love. In this scroll his
acts as Krishna are beautifully presented, right from his birth. One of the biggest events of his
life was the Rasleela with the milk maidens of Vrindavan that is still counted as the biggest
example of true, pure and selfless love. Out of all maidens his favorite was Radharani who even
was his aunt in relation but despite of that their love was boundless and immeasurable. Even
thou their love were never approved by the society it is remembered as the purest love of all.
So bring this scroll home to witness this innocent love which is flawlessly depicted on the palm
leaves. Spread the message by gifting it or hanging it on your wall.
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Krishna on kandarpa elephant
palm leaf carving scroll 12.5x8
inch
Read More
SKU: 00341
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
According to Indian Mythology the cupid or the love god is said to be Kamadeva, but Lord
Vishnu in Dwapara Yuga left everyone speechless by exhibiting his Rasleela with the gopis. Lord
Krishna is an ocean of mercy, bravery, courage, love and affection and the Gopis are the
embodiment of pure, selfless love, they knew nothing but their love for Krishna was beyond
comprehension. They would leave their work, house and children and get swayed away by the
melodious tune of Krishna’s Flute. This scroll describes the ultimate love which prevailed then
but now is rare, so don’t miss out this astounding masterpiece which depicts lord krishna riding
on the back of elephant made out of combining several milk maidens. The design will not just
magnify the beauty of your walls but will fill your atmosphere with love.
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Animal palm leaf carving scroll
10x8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00342
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
The supreme almighty created the whole universe and the creatures living in it. They are easily
distinguishable from each other due to their special features. In category of animals some have
long legs, some have short ones, so have fur some don’t, some are fast runners some cannot
run, some have huge body where as some have small, some feed on plants some on meat and
some on both. In case of birds some have a long beak some short, some feed on insects some
on grains, some birds can talk where as some cannot. In case of amphibians there again is a
wide variety. The living world is quite diversified and this scroll presents several animals and
birds species on it. This scroll have animals like elephant, horse, lion, camel, hyena, deer and
cow, birds like stroke, swan, peacock and duck, amphibians like fish, tortoise and few more. So
bring this scroll home to introduce this wide range or creatures to your kids and enhance the
appearance of your walls.
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Krishna on kandarpa elephant
palm leaf scroll 13x8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00343
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Krishna is one of the ten incarnations of lord Vishnu who took form on earth in order to
spread love and protect his subjects by eradicating the evil. In his life as Krishna on earth he
was very fond of cows, curd, and playing flute and tinkering around with the milk maidens of
the Gokuldham. The Gopis were the epitome of selfless love, dedication and affection, their love
for Krishna had no limits and followed no boundaries. This scroll not only presents the love of
the gopis for the Krishna, as here gopis are combined forming an elephant over which lord
Krishna is travelling playing flute in joy. It also presents the ten incarnations of Lord Vishnu. This
definitely can magnify the beauty of your house.
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Tandav dance of Shiva palm leaf
carving scroll 10x8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00340
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
One which is created has to be destroyed one day; destruction is the means of purification,
which is inevitable. Lord Shiva is the destroyer among the trinity, he is the supreme among the
sage, and he is also referred as satyam, shivam, sundaram, which means truth, goodness and
beauty which are most essential requirement for a living being. In this scroll lord shive is
presented in his Nataraj form performing Tandava, a dance which shows power and beauty of
lord Shiva. He holds the Ganga in his hair, and has the moon over his head, with a snake around
his neck, and wearing tiger skin with body covered with a layer of ash, holding a trisula (trident)
and a dambru. Bring this scroll home which presents the lord in a beautiful manner with well
defined designs, and fine artwork all over the palm leaf which will make out and outstanding
addition to the beauty of your house.
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Lord Ganesha story palm leaf
carving scroll 12x8 inch
Read More
SKU: 00338
Price: ₹7,280.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Ganesha is the elephant headed deity with a human body. He is a perfect definition of
Gana Nayaka who is worshiped before beginning of any work for removal of obstacles and
achieving success in the work. For maintaining peace, harmony, love and happiness lord
Ganesha is worshipped. He is the one who always listens to your prayers and grant your wishes
that is why he is addressed as Siddhi-Vinayak. This scroll beautifully presents the lord in a
happy mood with his four arms bearing weapons. Lord Ganesh even after being the Ganadhipati
has the smallest of all creatures as his vehicle which makes him the most humble deity of all.
Bring this scroll home to be blessed by the almighty with boon and beautify your walls with this
perfect piece of art work.
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Krishna gopa lila palm leaf
carving scroll 13x8.5 in
Read More
SKU: 00336
Price: ₹8,960.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Shri Krishna the lover boy of Gokul dham who had captivated the hearts of the beautiful milk
maidens by his charming appearance, exploding innocence, playful tricks and scintillating tunes
from his flute. He was even considered as the moon of Vrindavan. In this scroll the centre image
is carved in an excellent manner reminding us of the mesmerizing scenes of gokuldham the
Rasaleela of the mischivious lord. In rest few images the heroic acts of Krishna are presented.
During his life as Krishna he had defeated several demons with all his wit the poisonous serpent
Kalia, the stroke demon Bakasura, the witch putana and many more. In rest of the images the
ten incarnations of lord Vishnu is inscribed. So bring this scroll home to enhance the beauty of
your house as well as increase the spiritual level of your surroundings.
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Radha Krishna ecastic love palm
leaf carving scroll 10x8.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00337
Price: ₹5,600.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Radha the milk maiden of Vrindavan who captivated the heart of Shri Krishna, the eighth
incarnation of lord Vishnu in Dwapara yuga. Radha-Krishna were two bodies one soul, even
though they could not marry or achieve acceptance of the society they are yet worshipped
together and are considered to be a bright example of selfless, pure love. Their love proved the
world that love has no boundary, no limits, and follows no rules of the society. Love is about
devoting oneself to other and the boundless love of Radha made her immortal in the world. So
bring this scroll home and spread the true meaning of love. This scroll will not just beautify your
walls but will also enhance the spiritual level in your house.
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Dasavatar palm leafcarving
scroll 17x5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00335
Price: ₹7,280.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Palm Leaf Scroll Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
Lord Vishnu the protector of the universe among the trinity, to re-establish righteousness and to
eradicate the darkness of unrighteousness takes form in every Yuga. His sole purpose is to
eliminate the evil and protect his subjects. In this scroll his six forms are presented beautifully.
In the first image lord Vishnu is presented in his Krishna avatar with his favorite milk maiden
Radha in an ecstatic form. In the second picture lord Vishnu is presented in his Matsya avatar or
fish form, in third picture he is presented as the Koorma avatar or the tortoise form, in fourth
picture he is presented as the Varaha or boar form, in fifth picture he is presented as Narsimha
or half lion-half man form and in the last picture he is presented in the dwarf priest form or
Vamana avatar. So bring this scroll home for receiving the blessings of the lords and fill your
environment with happiness and prosperity.
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Lord Jagannath palm leaf
paintings 4.5x6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00369
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description

Tribal life palm leaf painting
wall art
Read More
SKU: 00371
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
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Palm leaf painting showing
village life 6.5x4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00373
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description

Gopi palm leaf wall frame
6.5x4.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 00365
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
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Vishnu palm leaf painting wall
frame
Read More
SKU: 00366
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description

Makhan chor Krishna palm leaf
painting
Read More
SKU: 00278
Price: ₹672.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Patachitra Paintings, Wall Decor

Product Description
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